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Expansion of a Function in a Series 
of Bernoulli Polynomials, and Some Other Polynomials 
L. J. nIORDELL* 
The Bernoulli polynomials are defined by the expansion 
te fS * tnl3J.r) --=&p 
et - 1 
I t / < 27r, 
?14 
iii 
and so 
B,(x) = 1, B,(x) = x - 3, B*(X) = x2 - x + g ) 
B3(.y) = .y3 - ?g + + . 
The properties of these functions have been investigated by many writers 
for many years. However, a result apparently new is given by the 
THEOREM 1. Suppose that the expansion off(x) as a power series is domi- 
nated by eLX, 0 < k < 27r, that is 
Then 
f(x) = ?sof$, a,, = O(k”). (2) 
where 
f(x) = l)(x) dx + -g (f’“-“(l) -f’“-“(O)) y  ) 
f”(x) =f(x), f”-‘(O) = g&x). 
(3) 
with x = 0, and the series is absolutely convergent for bounded x. 
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We shall prove the result first for the case whenf(x) is a polynomial g(x) 
of degree R. From (l), 
Equate the coefficients of trfl, Y > 0 on both sides, and we have 
w4 
n!(r + 1 - n)! . 
Hence we have 
Put Y = n + s in this series which becomes 
Now 
g’n’(x) =Rpep xs. 
s=o . 
Integrate for x between 0 and 1. Then 
Substituting in (4), we get 
z R gI'y Xr = $(g'"-lyl) -g'"-l'(()))B,o~ 
2-0 TX=0 n. 
(4) 
(5) 
Since the left-hand side isg(x), this proves (3), whenf(x) is a polynomial. 
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The expansion (5) of the polynomial g(x) is given by Nielsen l in a different 
form, which omits the term corresponding to n = 0, and which does not 
suggest the possibility of an expansion of an arbitrary functionf(x), or the 
more general expansion given by Theorems 3 and 4. Write 
Then 
This is the form of the result as given by Nielsen. On differentiating 
n - 1 times, and putting x = 0, we have 
g’“-l’(l) - g(“-yo) = g, , n 2 1. 
The value of g(0) is found by integrating the expansion (3) for x between 0 
and 1. 
We note that (3) is valid whenf(zc) = ekr, / K 1 < 2~. For it becomes 
ekx = ; (ek - 1) + f&?k - 1) kn-’ y , 
?I=1 
or 
kekx 
-= 
ek - 1 
which is simply (1). 
We now take 
and make R + co in (5). The left-hand side tends tof(x). In the right hand 
side, put 
g(x) =f(x) - 3 y =f(x) - h(x), 
r=R+l '. 
say. Then from the series forf(x) in (2) 
gy'"-lyl) -ply())+ = 2 (a, + $ + * + . ..) !y. 
n. ?I=0 n. 
(6) 
1 Traitt tlementaire des nombres de Bernouilli, Paris (1923), pp. 69-70. 
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From (I), 
B,(x)= 
n! O ( (27r : E)” 1 ’ 
where E > 0 is arbitrarily small. The a series is dominated by 
kn+l knf:! 
k”+m+l .2.3+- = O(k”). 
Hence the series (6) converges when R + co since 1 k 1 < 27r. We have 
now to show that 
$ (A(“-l)(l) - h(+l)(O)) y+ 0 
?I=0 
as R -+ 00. 
Here Iz(+~)(O) = 0 and 
k(“-l)(l) = 2 a7 
r-Y-l~~~Y--n+2 
T .  1 r=Ril =T~l(Y-:+l)!- 
We have to show that 
Since a, = O(kI), we would expect this to follow since (3) holds when 
f  (4 = es, and so both (6) and g(x) converge to eke. 
The limiting procedure is very simple. Since 1 &(x)/n! 1 < l/k,=, where 
k, > k, we have to show that 
m  
- 7=R+1k’ (Y : l)! + r:kl 2 ( 
~ - 
+.“+ (r-R:l)!klR 1 
=T2($C(F&+-.+ rR j (Y -ki+ l)! 
=o( 2 ($,‘,+o 
r=R+l 1 
This idea also suffices for the proofs of Theorems 2, 3, and 4. 
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Theorem 1 can be generalized as shown in Theorems 2, 3, and 4, since 
results can be found when in (I), et - 1 is replaced by other functions of t, 
e.g., et - A when h f  1. 
Write 
The series converges for 
ItI<min[2~iu+loghI=K, 
where the minimum refers to integer values of a. We then have 
THEOREM 2. Iff(x) is dominated by ekz, 1 k 1 < K, then 
f(x) = 2 (f’“‘(1) ~ A) q. 
“1 =o 
The proof is similar to that of Theorem 1. In (7), multiply by eZ - h and 
equate coefficients of tr. Then, 
Next 
Since 
we have 
g(x) = n$o (g’“‘(l) ~ hg’“‘(0)) +) . 
On making R + co, similarly as before, (9) leads to (8). It will suffice to 
show that (8) holds forf(x) = ekx. In fact (8) becomes 
,kx = 2 (kne” ~ M”) %d 
7l=O 
12 !  
from (7). 
(ek - A) ekr 
ek - X 
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We show now Theorems 1,2 are particular cases of a more general theorem 
THEOREM 3. Write 
A(& x) = ale+ + ... + a&N = zaFxt, say, 
(I 
where the a, 6, 01, p are constants independent of x, t. 
Let polynomials D,(x) be defined by 
ff&) = 3 PD,,(x), (10) 
,*=-cc 
where of course D,(x) = 0 if n is less than the least exponent of the power oft 
occuring in the Laurent power expansion of the left-hand side. Then if the 
expansion off( x as a power series in x is dominated by ekx, where k is less ) 
than the least modulus of a nonzero root of B(t) = 0, we have the absolutely 
convergent expansion 
(11) 
Here when 12 < 0, f(“)(x) is the repeated integral - 1z times starting with 
f(O) [x-“/( - a)!] for its expansion. 
The proof is similar to that for Theorems 1, 2 starting with the case when 
f(x) is a polynomial g(x) of degree R. Thus 
Summing for Y = 0, 1, **a, R, then putting r = n + s and changing the 
order of summation, 
= c 2 b&n’@) D,(x) 
B n.=--9 
(12) 
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Here when n < 0, gCn)(x) is that integral of g(x) repeated n times and whose 
expansion starts with g(0) x-“/(- n)! All we need show now is that (10) is 
true forf(x) = eka. This is obvious since it becomes 
and this is (9). 
Theorem 3 is a particular case of a more general theorem involving many 
variables. It will suffice to take the case of two variables. 
THEOREM 4. Let 
where the A, B, 01, j3, *. * are independent of u, v, x, y. 
Suppose that the constant term 1 B in the expansion of B(u, v) in ascending 
powers of u, v  is not zero. Let a polynomial ET,*(x) y) be defined by 
(13) 
We may suppose that this expansion converges absolutely for 1 u 1 < p, 1 v  1 < a, 
say. Let a function f  (x, y) be given by 
where we suppose thatf,,, = O(pIcq8), p1 --c p, aI < u. Then we have the expansion 
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The proof is similar to the preceding ones. Thus multiplying (13) by B(u, V) 
and equating coefficients of U%P on both sides, we have 
Let g(x, y) be a polynomial in x, y. Multiply both sides by 
a’+sg(O, 0) = al‘+td”? Y) 
80, aso ar.r, ap 
(x = y  = 0) 
and sum for all r 2 0, s > 0 after replacing T and s on the right side by 
r+p,s+q.Then 
This is the result (14) whenf(x) is a polynomial. But (14) is certainly true when 
f(x, y) = euz+v~. For it becomes 
This is really (13). This result justifies the limiting process when 
&, Y) -ff(-T Y). 
The proof is similar to that for Theorem 1. Write 
=f(-T,Y) - WY), 
and so g(x, y) is a polynomial of degree N. We show first that the series 
converges absolutely when N- co. Here 
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Hence from (13), S converges absolutely. 
We show nest that as A- K’, 
Here 
From (13), 
I P~%“E~(-~>Y) I = O(l), 
where pz > p1 , u2 > u1 . Hence 
(r - p)! (s - q)! -1 
This finishes the proof. 
.ADDENDIIM 
Theorem 1, or variants of it, seem to be fairly well known, and the proofs usually 
depend upon rather general arguments except apparently one due to myself which 
is simple and self-contained and which will appear in the J. London Math. Sot. 
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